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a b s t r a c t
Revealing carved parts in rock art is of primary importance and remains a major challenge for archaeological documentation. Computational geometry applied to 3D imaging provides a unique opportunity to
document rock art. This study evaluates ﬁve algorithms and derivatives used to compute ambient occlusion and sky visibility on 3D models of Mongolian stelae, also known as deer stones. By contrast with
the previous companion work, models are processed directly in 3D, without preliminary projection. Volumetric obscurance gives the best results for the identiﬁcation of carved ﬁgures. The effects of model
resolution and parameters speciﬁc to ambient occlusion are then evaluated. Keeping tridimensional
information intact allows accurate measurement of distance, volume, and depth. Objects augmented
by ambient occlusion can easily be manipulated in 3D viewers, for seamless and effortless access to
the overall organization of the ﬁgures, at the scale of the entire object. Qualitatively speaking, the 2D
projected outputs are equivalent to, or even better than, existing archaeological documentation. The
proposed workﬂow should be easily applicable in many situations, particularly as the functions provided
for the free R programming software are fully conﬁgurable.
© 2021 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In recent years, several authors have applied 3D modeling techniques to the documentation of rock art [1–6], beneﬁting from
advances in computational power, and ﬁeld operability, particularly when using photogrammetry [3,7–9]. Beyond the excellent
correspondence between model geometry and the real-word artefact, two notable advantages of 3D capture over traditional methods
(i.e., rubbing and tracing) are (i) the absence of potentially damaging contact with the object to be acquired, and (ii) the speed of the
process, as time is a major limiting factor in the ﬁeld. With textured
3D models, it is also possible to simulate, in virtual scenes, different lightning conditions, including grazing light. This long-standing
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photographical technique, together with reﬂectance transformation imaging (RTI), can be used by archaeologists to darken carved
areas [10,11]. Recent approaches have considered geometry, when
it is essentially planar, as a topographical surface to which geospatial methods can be applied. In this case, the geometry of the
model is represented as a raster image, where pixel values correspond to altitude, producing a digital elevation model (DEM). Relief
may be perceived using computed-generated lighting: analytical
hill-shading, for example [12]. For essentially planar surfaces (e.g.,
engraved walls or slabs), an optimized trend removal procedure
(e.g., local relief model, LRM) can also be used to delineate carvings
[6]. The recent companion work proposed a practical workﬂow for
dealing with less speciﬁc ﬂat surfaces, such as roughly parallelipipedic objects [13]. The study focused on the famous Mongolian
deer stones dating from the Late Bronze Age. These stelae, up to 4 m
high, often made of granite or sandstone, are engraved with numerous decametric ﬁgures (animals, weapons, ornaments, etc.) on each
side. After obtaining 3D meshes by photogrammetry, a 2.5D raster
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DEM was produced by planar projection on each of the four vertical
sides of the stela, to capture the entire set of ﬁgures. Projecting on
the four sides of the stela was natural here, because it corresponds
to the traditional representation of such parallelipipedic objects in
archaeological documentation. Several algorithms based on differential geometry, sky visibility (sky-view factor [14–16] and positive
openness [17,18]), and local morphology were then evaluated. Positive openness was identiﬁed as one of the most efﬁcient algorithms
for highlighting carved parts and surface condition of stelae. However, rock art is not only found on simple ﬂat geometrical surfaces,
such as parallelepipeds. It may also be found on irregular, curved,
or concave surfaces, and even on volumetric solids. In such cases,
the approaches enumerated above may be difﬁcult to apply, and
may strongly deform any symbols depicted in the ﬁnal results. It
would therefore be advantageous to process the entire 3D model in
order to overcome these limitations, and not be limited to a subset
of cases consisting mostly of roughly ﬂat surfaces, such as those discussed in previous studies [1,10]. Incorporating the results directly
into the 3D models, depicted over a color scale, would be an undeniable asset for further examination and better understanding of
the carved object. One practical solution is ambient occlusion (AO),
introduced at the end of the twentieth century [19–21], and developed since then by the video game industry [22–25]. The aim is to
obtain a photorealistic rendering, with minimum computational
cost, by simulating shadows in darkened concave and occluded
parts of a scene, and by highlighting open areas. Ambient occlusion
may be approximated in different ways, but is similar in approach to
sky visibility methods, which were speciﬁcally designed for DEMs.
1.1. Research aims
The purpose of this study is to test several approaches previously
developed to compute ambient occlusion (also including sky-view
factor and positive openness computations adapted for entire 3D
models) and, if possible, to propose guidelines for enhancing carved
areas. Scripts were produced with a single programming platform,
R, and are made freely available for a broad archaeological audience. The effect of several extrinsic (model resolution) and intrinsic
parameters (speciﬁc to AO algorithms) are evaluated. The results
are then compared to existing archaeological documentation, and
to results previously published in the companion study for two deer
stones in a good state of conservation, but with different surface
conditions: well-marked carving and slightly marked carving.
2. Material & methods
2.1. Corpus
Deer stones, belonging to funeral structures built by nomads in
the late 2nd – early 1st millennium BC, are widespread in Mongolia. More than 1200 deer stones have been identiﬁed, and classiﬁed
into three groups [26,27]. The stelae studied here all belong to
the same group, found mostly in Central and East Mongolia. They
are decorated with numerous carved ﬁgures (both centimetric and
decametric), among which deer are the most emblematic, with
mature antlers, elongated heads, long necks, and legs folded under
their bellies. Other subjects are represented, including several kinds
of weapons, shields, belts, and necklaces, forming a well-structured
composition. The vast number of visual elements on this type of
deer stone makes them the most time-consuming to document.
Two previously documented stelae (#35 and #36; in Ref. [13]),
located in the Bayantsagaan valley of Khoid Tamir, are used here
to evaluate the algorithms, and then compare results with those
from the companion study. Eleven stelae, located at the Jargalantyn am complex site, Khanui River valley, Arkhangai, were also
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processed. All the 3D meshes were obtained by photogrammetry
during the Monaco-Mongolian joint mission, undertaken in 2015.
The entire acquisition workﬂow using Structure-from-Motion is
detailed in the companion study [13]. Brieﬂy, about thirty to a
hundred pictures were captured at a distance varying from 2 to
5 m, with cameras placed approximately 1 m apart, depending
on the size of the stelae. Pictures were treated with PhotoScan
(https://www.agisoft.com/), and the resulting 3D model was scaled
using a self-retracting metallic measuring tape, placed at the foot of
the stela and incorporated into the pictures. Two different cameras
were used: a hand-held NIKON D800 semi-pro fullframe DSLR (sensor 24 × 36 mm, 36 Mpix), equipped with NIKKOR 24 mm or 50 mm
prime lenses (for stelae #35 and #36); a consumer grade compact
SONY DSC-RX100 MIII (sensor 13.2 × 8.8 mm, 20 Mpix), 24–70 mm
in 24 × 36 equivalent, was used with the focal set at 24 mm (for
Jargalant stelae). With this setup, the ground pixel size can be
estimated at between 0.2 mm and 0.5 mm. The planar accuracy is
between 0.06 mm and 0.15 mm, and the depth accuracy between
0.12 mm and 0.75 mm [28]. Textured 3D models are in Polygon File
Format (PLY) format, with a typical resolution of 1−3 mm (i.e., mean
edge length between vertices) for 3D models with 3−12 M vertices.
2.2. The algorithms tested
2.2.1. Principle of ambient occlusion
Shadows play an important role in the perception of the world,
as they provide information about the position of objects relative
to each other, and their surface condition [20]. In virtual worlds,
they result from direct or ambient illumination and are essential
for realistic rendering. Ambient occlusion represents the amount of
ambient light reaching a point in a 3D scene, so that points receiving
little light are darkened. Real-time calculation capabilities using the
“screen-space” approach appeared in 2007 [21,29]. The 3D scene is
projected on to a 2D space and AO is calculated only on the visible
parts. Distances between points and their projection in the image
space are represented as a depth map (or depth buffer). The idea
underlying screen-space is quite similar to the approach proposed
in the companion study, where the four DEMs could be considered
as four depth maps, and where the algorithms based on visible sky
(i.e., sky view factor and positive openness) followed the same philosophy as AO. Here, the idea is rather to calculate AO using the
“object-space” approach; in other words, by considering all points
of the 3D scene, and not only those visible from the observer’s point
of view. Note that AO is not obtained by formal calculation, but
by Monte Carlo approximation, applied to limited zones surrounding each vertex of the 3D model. The algorithms listed below were
suited to our purpose: darkening the carved, concave areas of the
deer stones, and highlighting the convex areas.
2.2.2. Ambient occlusion inspired by the Crytek approach
This process was originally developed in 2007 by Crytek, a video
game company, for a game named Crysis. Each point, P, of the 3D
model becomes the centre of a sphere of radius r, in which n sample
points, si with i ∈ [1;n], were randomly placed (Fig. 1a). Then AO
was deﬁned as the ratio between the number of samples visible
from P, and the total number of samples:
1 
V (si )
×
n
n

AO =

(1)

i=1

with V(si ) = 1 if si was visible from P, and 0 otherwise. Some authors
have suggested adapting this method using only one hemisphere
instead of the complete sphere [30]. In this study, the hemisphere
was positioned by making its zenith coincide with either (i) the
 P , (Fig. 1b), or (ii) the normal of a 3D best-ﬁt
normal vector of P, n
xxx.e2
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the approaches tested. (a) Crytek-based approach using spherical area sampling. (b) Crytek-based approach using hemispherical area sampling oriented
by normal of P. (c) Crytek-based approach using hemispherical area sampling oriented by the BFRP. Blue points represent samples seen by P, and red points samples that
are not seen. (d) 3D-Sky-view factor. (e) 3D-Positive openness. (f) Volumetric obscurance-based approach. Blue lines represent segment parts outside the mesh, and red
lines parts inside the mesh. (g) Global illumination method with examples of ray tracing to determine whether samples on the surface can see points on the model (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

 BFRP (Fig. 1c).
regression plane (BFRP) of vertices with the radius r, n
In all three cases, AO was obtained by Eq. (1). and values ∈ [0;1].
2.2.3. Ambient occlusion deriving from sky-view factor and
positive openness
These two methods, commonly used in spatial analysis [14–18]
to treat DEMs, have been adapted to process 3D models. In both
cases, the purpose is to determine the portion of visible sky limited by the relief. Here, the Sky-view factor adapted for 3D models,
namely 3D-SVF, takes into account one hemisphere (orientated

 BFRP - cf. Fig. 1d -, or with n
 P , not shown), decomeither with n
posed into k (commonly 8) radial portions. The altitude angles, k ,
from which the sky becomes visible, are then computed, and hence
the 3D-SVF, ranging between 0 and 1, is calculated similarly to the
normal SVF following:
k


3D − SVF = 1 −
xxx.e3

sin(k )

i=1

k

(2)
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the rendering of the tested methods applied to stela #35. (a,b) Orthomosaic. (c,d) Crytek-based approach using spherical area sampling. (e,f)
Crytek-based approach using hemispherical area sampling. (g,h) 3D-Sky-view factor. (i,j) 3D-Positive openness. (k,l) Volumetric obscurance-based approach. (m,n) Global
illumination.

Positive openness, PO, is also deﬁned by eight radial directions.
For each of them, the greatest angle k , relative to the zenith (and
not to the horizon) was computed (Fig. 1e). For 3D models, 3D-PO
values correspond to the average of these angles [18], after making
P :
the zenith coincide with n

than that of the object size (Fig. 1g). The GI was deﬁned by the rate
of illumination that a vertex received:
1 
W (li )
×
n
n

GI =

(5)

i=1

3D − PO =

˚0 + ˚⁄4 + . . . + ˚7⁄8
8

(3)

so that 3D-PO ∈ [0;]. Programmatically, j samples were placed
evenly along the celestial meridian for 3D-SVF (or terrestrial meridian for 3D-PO), for each radial direction.

2.2.4. Volumetric obscurance-based method, VO
This AO is deﬁned as the ratio between the volume inside the
model and the volume outside the model of a given sphere centred
at point P [31]. A line sampling strategy is used to approximate these
two volumes. A total of n sample points was ﬁrst placed randomly
on a disc of radius r, centred on P, and parallel to the BFRP. The lines
sampled in this study were those between each sample point and
its projection on to the surface of both hemispheres following the
normal direction of the disc (Fig. 1f). Finally, VO was deﬁned as the
ratio between the total lengths of the segments outside the model,
Louti , and those inside, Lini ; VO ∈ ]0;+∞[:
n


VO =

with W(li ) = 1, if the vertex P received the light li , and 0 otherwise.

2.3. Numerical comparison of the enhancement capabilities of
each algorithm
A subset of the model for stela #35 was retained for formal comparison of the enhancement capabilities of the six methods. The
carved parts were represented by manually selected vertices corresponding to the limits of the carvings, comprised between the
top and the foot of the slope. The remaining vertices correspond
to uncarved parts (see Supplementary material S1). Two variables
were considered: (i) the ambient occlusion (AO) computed by each
method, as described above, and (ii) the spatial variability of the AO,
using the inverse distance weighting variance as a proxy, calculated
within a radius r (the same measurement was used for AO computation). The 1D-Wasserstein distance, W1 , which measures the area
between two cumulative distribution functions, was used as the
metric to evaluate the differences between carved and uncarved
parts, following [32–34]:

Lout i

i=1
n



(4)



2.2.5. Global illumination, GI
In its simplest form, AO can be obtained from global illumination. In practice, lighting is simulated from n light sources, li ,
scattered on the surface of a sphere with a radius much greater



F (x) − G (x) dx

(6)

−∞

Lini

i=1

+∞

W1 =

where F(x) and G(x) are the cumulative distribution functions to be
compared. In practice, all tested variables were ﬁrst standardized
to eliminate the scale factor. A higher value for the Wasserstein
distance (W1 ) indicates greater difference between carved and
uncarved parts, based on their distributions for each variable, thus
leading to easier recognition of the engravings.
xxx.e4
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applicable; the functions provided are conﬁgurable and adjustable
to any acquisition workﬂow based on 3D modelling.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Algorithm comparison

Fig. 3. Wasserstein distances between carved and uncarved parts for a subset of
stela #35. Data for AO in light blue, and spatial variability of AO in dark blue. Note
that input data were ﬁrst standardized. AO: ambient occlusion (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article).

2.4. Programming implementation
Scripts for producing AO were written using the free R software (https://www.r-project.org/), with the help of the functions
included in the Rvcg [35], rgl [36], Morpho [37], cwhmisc [38],
HI [39] and doParallel [40] packages. Brieﬂy, the position or visibility of sample points in relation to the model is obtained by
raytracing. To improve performance, partition by nearest neighbour search was operated by kd-tree. Additional details can be
found in the script ﬁles provided as supplementary materials (see
Supplementary material S2). The proposed method should be easily

Most of the algorithms were tested with a sphere or hemisphere
of 1 cm radius, a value previously found appropriate to enhance the
ﬁgures carved on these particular stelae [13]. For the GI method,
1024 lights were distributed at 100 m from the object (i.e., a value
much greater than the normal size of a deer stone of ca. 1–4 m).
When required (in the VO- and Crytek-approaches), a total of 200
points was sampled. Tests were carried out on unsmoothed models
of stelae #35 and #36, decimated to 500 000 faces. The AO values obtained were then truncated at the 1st and 9th deciles, and
converted into grey scale. This step greatly improves the overall
contrast and facilitates visual comparisons between different renderings. Note that algorithms using hemisphere orientation with
either the normal of P or of BRFP produced similar results (see Supplementary material S3 for more detail), so that only the outputs
using BRFP are presented in the following.
The symbols carved on the two largest sides of stela #35 are
barely visible (Fig. 2a,b). The Crytek-based approaches computed
using either the sphere (Fig. 2c,d) or the hemisphere (Fig. 2e,f) produce very different, but clearly sub-optimal outcomes. With the
sphere, the carved parts were darkened, but they were not clearly
distinguished from the surrounding area, which was also dark,
and even noisy. With the hemisphere, the stela appeared mainly
whitish, with almost only the footslopes of the deeply carved parts

Fig. 4. Effect of model resolution, using stela #35 as an example, with the volumetric obscurance-based approach. Number of faces tested: 250,000 (a), 500,000 (b), 1 M (c)
and 2 M (d). From top to bottom: projection of one side after processing the entire stela, a close-up corresponding to the red inset, the value of the variance of Laplacian
computed from the projection (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).
xxx.e5
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Fig. 5. Effect of radius of inﬂuence, r, using stela #35 as an example, with the volumetric obscurance-based approach. The three radii tested are 0.5 cm (a), 1 cm (b), 2 cm (c).
From top to bottom: projection of one side after processing the entire stela, a close-up corresponding to the red inset, the value of the variance of Laplacian computed from
the projection (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

strongly darkened (Fig. 2e,f). The less pronounced depressions were
barely visible, while information about the surface condition of the
stone was lost. The 3D-SVF (also using the hemisphere, Fig. 2g,h)
generally suffered from the same drawbacks, but a little more detail
could be perceived, particularly in the shallow areas. Although 3DPO (Fig. 2i,j) follows the same underlying idea as 3D-SVF, their
respective outputs were quite different. With 3D-PO, the deer were
fully marked, as were small irregularities on the surface of the stone
that did not adversely affect the overall reading of the stela. This
result is mainly due to the capacity of 3D-PO to account for convex
parts, while 3D-SVF cannot distinguish planes from convex areas
[14]. Such behavior was already observed on DEMs, and it is for this
reason that PO was previously preferred to other methods, including SVF [13]. The VO-based approaches (Fig. 2k,l) produced similar
results to those obtained with 3D-PO. The central part of the deer
appeared darker, and less noisy, whereas the carved edges were
much more strongly contrasted. Interestingly, in principle, VO is
less prone to be affected by small surface irregularities close to the
point of interest P, because calculations are based on volume, and
not on visibility, which can be drastically affected by any protrud-

ing neighbors blocking the view. The VO approach should therefore
produce more readable results, even with stelae presenting rather
granular surfaces. The general appearance with GI (Fig. 2m,n) was
smoother than that obtained with all the other methods. Concave areas, whatever their dimensions, were clearly enhanced, as
were the carved edges. Although results were acceptable on the
essentially convex side (Fig. 2m), they were locally less so on the
opposing, slightly concave side (Fig. 2n). The GI method appears
to be very dependent on the overall shape of the object. However,
even if GI seems to be unsuitable for complex 3D objects, it may be
effective for ﬂat carved surfaces (see Supplementary material S4,
for an example).
Computed Wasserstein distances for AO and AO spatial variability are reported in Fig. 3, and cumulative distribution functions
are displayed in Supplementary material S5. These results conﬁrm
the ﬁrst observations by the naked eye. Among all tested methods,
the VO algorithm produces the highest Wasserstein distances for
both variables, especially for spatial variability. This is a clear sign
of high local contrast and strong discontinuities in carved parts,
which should make the ﬁgures more easily identiﬁable.
xxx.e6
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3.2. Optimal parameters
The inﬂuence of all parameters, both extrinsic (model resolution) and intrinsic (radius and sampling points), should be
examined to optimize the VO algorithm for the delineation of
carved ﬁgures. As computation time increases with each of these
variables, the goal is to obtain relevant output (for our purpose)
without computational overload.
3.2.1. Model resolution
The aim here was to assess the minimum model resolution at
which carvings can be properly highlighted. The VO algorithm was
applied to four models of stela #35, originally with ca. 3 M faces, and
progressively decimated to 2 M, 1 M, 500 k, and 250 k faces, thus
producing resolutions of 1.99 mm, 2.80 mm, 3.96 mm, and 5.62 mm,
for the average edge length (Fig. 4). The variance of the Laplacian was used as a metric for sharpness [41,42]. Its value increases
from 367 to 738 (see Fig. 4), indicating slightly more detailed outputs as the number of faces grows, thus improving pattern contour
accuracy. In all cases, the carvings always remain easily readable,
whatever the model resolution tested. Surface states of the object
are slightly better rendered with models possessing more faces.
Here, one million faces is more than adequate to identify and study
ﬁgures.

Fig. 6. Effect of the number of sampling points, using stela #35 as an example, with
the volumetric obscurance-based approach. Number of samples tested: 10 (a), 100
(b), 1000 (c).

3.2.2. Inﬂuence of the radius r
The radius must be set according to the size of the details to be
highlighted. It is well known that smaller r values tend to capture
more noise, while higher r values essentially provide information
about the overall shape of the object [14]. Three radii were tested:
0.5 cm, 1 cm, and 2 cm, on a model possessing 1 M faces (Fig. 5). The
variance of the Laplacian was again used to analyze the outputs. The
increase of the radius leads to a clear decrease in sharpness, with
values falling from 657 to 302 (Fig. 5). At a radius of 0.5 cm, both
patterns and surface irregularities were well marked. At 1 cm, only
the smallest irregularities disappeared, while pattern boundaries
remained clearly distinguishable from model roughness. At 2 cm,
surface roughness was no longer rendered, and ﬁgure boundaries
were somewhat blurred. As a result, a radius of 1 cm was a good
compromise: ﬁgure edges were easily identiﬁable, and the information about surface condition was preserved, without being overly
affected by potential noise.
3.2.3. Inﬂuence of number of sample points
Theoretically, with more samples, the estimation of the volume
of interest should be more accurate.
Three different setups for processing VO were tested: 10, 100,
and 1000 samples. The reference considered here was 1000 samples. Between 100 and 10 samples, the mean absolute errors
increase slightly from 0.011 ± 0.011 (1SD) to 0.027 ± 0.031 (1SD),
meaning a deviation of only about 1−3% (see Supplementary material S6). Such deviations can be considered insigniﬁcant, providing
no visual difference in terms of rendering (Fig. 6). In addition, no
systematic bias could be identiﬁed for either of the two cases (see
Supplementary material S6). As a result, 10 samples should be
enough to properly enhance the relief, while saving computation
time. Such a ﬁnding is in agreement with the sampling parameters
commonly used in ambient occlusion algorithms, i.e., 8–16 samples
[21,31].
3.3. 2D projection and comparison with current documentation
At this point, it is worth recalling that, by contrast with the previous companion study, the ﬁgures are now enhanced directly on
the 3D model itself, and not from a set of 2D projections. The operator can therefore manipulate the object in a dedicated viewer,

Fig. 7. Example of measurement, using stela #35 as an example. Euclidian distance
(green dotted line) and geodesic distance (red line) between points A and B (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article).

to examine the relationships between the ﬁgures, and thus perceive their organization in a true 3D space. Measurements that
were impossible (or at least difﬁcult) in the 2D projected space are
now achievable: e.g., volumes, Euclidian or geodesic distances, and
depth (Fig. 7). Working from an enhanced 3D model also offers
new and very ﬂexible possibilities for projecting archaeological
objects appropriately (more particularly for objects with irregular geometries) in order to produce accurate 2D documentation.
To assess the effectiveness of the approach proposed in this study
(Fig. 8), the results for the targeted side of stela #36 extracted
from existing documentation, for orthomosaic (Fig. 8a), rubbing
(Fig. 8b), and SAGA-based positive openness applied on a DEM
(Fig. 8c) were compared with results obtained using the VO-based
approach (Fig. 8d). Fig. 8c is based on results in Ref. [13], which
used the same 3D model as the present study, but limited the DEM
to a resolution of 1 mm per pixel, judged sufﬁcient to extract the
geometry of the carved areas.
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Fig. 8. Comparison between the results of rubbing, positive openness, and the volumetric-based approach on two faces of stela #36. (a) Orthomosaic, (b) Rubbing, (c)
Positive openness on DEMs, (d) Volumetric-based approach, (e) bow detail (yellow outline), (f) horse detail (purple outline). For both (e) and (f), from left to right: rubbing,
archaeological drawing from rubbing, treatment by positive openness of a DEM, see Ref. [13], volumetric-based approach with 3D models with a resolution of either 2.7 mm
or 0.4 mm (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 9. Comparison between the results of tracing, rubbing and the volumetric-based approach on the top of two faces of Jargalant N◦ 2-2 stela. (a) from left to right, results
of tracing, rubbing and the volumetric-based approach. (b) from left to right, results of tracing and the volumetric-based approach. (c) Cross-section of stela faces with plots
showing variations in relief. (1) in red: circles recorded by tracing. (2) in green: circles visible with the VO-based approach (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Shape and position of the ﬁgures are virtually identical for
all techniques, except for orthomosaic, which is not informative.
Although the deepest ﬁgures can be systematically identiﬁed (e.g.,
the circle at the top of the stela and all the deer), rendering appears
much more contrasted with the VO-based approach (Fig. 8d), so
that ﬁgures are generally better distinguished. The faintly carved
bow and horse (Fig. 8e,f), barely visible with PO, are better distin-

guished with VO. Note, however, that rubbing still provides the best
outputs for these details. Neither the arrow and the top of the bow,
nor the horse’s ears and nose can be detected with VO. This drawback should not be formally imputed to the VO-based approach,
but to the resolution of the original model, which was not detailed
enough to record such discreet surface features. The bow, as well
as the details of the horse, do in fact become discernable when a
xxx.e8
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supplementary 3D model, produced at better resolution (0.4 mm),
is used as input (Fig. 8e,f).
The method described can be applied routinely. As an example,
eleven stelae from the Jargalantyn am complex site, processed by
volumetric obscurance and projected on their four main sides can
be found (see Supplementary material S7), as well as the enhanced
3D models in PLY format (see Supplementary material S8). A close
examination of the upper part of the treated Jargalant N◦ 2−2
stela, compared to the corresponding available documentation [43]
(Fig. 9), plainly reveals the attractive potential of the approach presented here. In addition to circles well recorded by tracing (noted
#1 in Fig. 9a–c), two new small circles are now clearly visible with
the VO-based approach on the 3D model (noted #2 in Fig. 9a–c).
The reason is probably their shallower depth of carving: roughly
2 mm for the new ﬁgures vs. 3−4 mm for the already recorded ﬁgures (Fig. 9c). Here, the large, deep circle with rays resembling both
the sun and one of the types of earrings from the Late Bronze Age
in the eastern steppes appears to overlap one of these small circles
(arrow Fig. 9a,c), and the front part of the deer’s antler (noted #3
in Fig. 9a), providing information about phasing in carved ﬁgures.
During the ﬁrst stage, the deer and the two previously unidentiﬁed
circles must have been carved. Later, these circles must have been
almost completely erased to incorporate the “sun” and another circle. This is supported by the fact that there are never two such
small circles on the same side of deer stones. Rubbing succeeded
better than tracing in identifying all ﬁgures covering this stela, and
probably also in illustrating differences observed in carving depth.
However, in contrast with rubbing, the interpretations drawn from
VO are not only based on visual inspection of the outputs. A return
to the original 3D model, containing the tridimensional geometry,
is always possible for further measurements. Here, the acquisition
process was not adapted to a techno-traceological study, but the
algorithms described could straightforwardly be applied to another
model acquired speciﬁcally for this purpose.

4. Conclusion
Ambient occlusion, straightforwardly assessed by volumetric
obscurance from 3D meshes, is a powerful tool to reveal carvings. Although the suggested conﬁguration operates well in our
case, it is recommended that researchers take advantage of the
versatility of the proposed method by tuning the parameters for
their speciﬁc purposes. The ability to routinely produce of a set of
3D models, textured by a choice of ambient occlusion algorithms,
should help archaeologists to trace outlines of carved ﬁgures in
a great variety of conditions. Grayscale rendering greatly facilitates the identiﬁcation of carved images, which are underlined by
strongly contrasted edges. Relief enhancement also provides information about the surface condition of the stone, at the time of
acquisition. Keeping the tridimensional knowledge of the object
intact throughout the whole process is an undoubted asset. One
of the most signiﬁcant advances concerns the extended handling
capacity for rock art survey. As preliminary 2D projections are not
necessary, information loss does not occur and complex reprojection of documentation is not required. Distance, volume, and depth
can be accurately measured, and enhanced objects can easily be
manipulated in 3D viewers, making it simpler to perceive the organization of (possibly overlapping) ﬁgures, which may be present on
all sides. The operator is in full control, and can select whichever 2D
projection best ﬁts the objectives of the study. This ﬂexibility is particularly appreciable for complex shapes. Note that the augmented
version of the 3D models may advantageously incorporate virtual
scenes for purposes of communication to a broader audience [44].
Although convex protruding areas, such as the edges of the stelae,
may be partly bleached, which may somewhat mask carvings, the
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VO-based approach is nevertheless much more versatile than tracing or rubbing, which are difﬁcult to apply to very irregular objects.
Although the conservation state of the carved areas on the objects
and the quality of 3D modelling will obviously affect the quality
of the outputs, the results obtained with the VO-based approach
almost equal, and sometimes even surpass, existing archaeological documentation, while preventing possible degradation of the
surface, and signiﬁcantly reducing the time required on site for
acquisition.
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